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Abstract 

To support the design of kettledrums a mathematical model is made, including a uni
form membrane with airloading, a cylindrical cavity, and an infinite field. The model is 
simple enough tobe implemented on a small computer, but yet describes some of the most 
important effects and acoustical mechanisms in detail, like the generation of a modal spec
trum, the free field radiation damping, and the coupling of membrane modes and cavity 
modes. 
Since the solution method breaks down when the system mode becomes equal to a cavity 
mode (the membrane amplitude vanishes), this phenomenon is further analysed by a one 
dimensional modeL 

Introduction 

Although the basic principles of most musical instruments are known for more than a 
century, a rational design based on a complete understanding is still impossible in any 
practical situation. On the one hand this is due to the inherently rather complex con
figurations allowing all sorts of coupling and types of vibrational modes, in addition to 
the naturally limited amount of measurable information. On the other hand the sound is 
not meant for measuring instruments, but for the extremely sensitive and critical human 
ears, while at the same time the appreciation of beauty is too subtle and subjective to be 
represented by a formula. So any experienced designer will primarily rely on his ears, and 
will use measurements and model calculations only as a guide . 

These observations couldn't be more true for the kettledrum, to the design of which a 
kettledrum factory invited us to give theoretical support by means of a mathematical 
modeL This model had to include some of the most fundamental mechanisms (of the 
ones that are supposed to playa role), to allow the designer to order and interprete his 
experimental data. 

The model and solution method we adopted is basically the one introduced by Chris
tian, Davis, Tubis, Anderson, Mills and Rossing [I). The good agreement they obtained 
with experimental results apparently justified the simplifications made. We extended the 
model to introduce the presence of a small vent hole in the bottom (which in the end 
appeared to have only a little effect). By analysing the necessary numerical calculations 
carefully, we were able to implement the model on a small computer ([2]). 

The method is, however, inherently poor when a mode is close to a cavity mode. Then the 
coupling between the air vibrations in the cavity and the membrane vibrations disappears, 
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and the radition damping vanishes. Therefore, this phenomenon is further analyzed by a 
very simple l-D model, allowing a fully analytical solution. 

The model 

The cavity is modelled as a flanged finite cylinder, in cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) de
scribed by r = a, °::; z ::; L. The bottom z = °has a small hole r ::; d (d« a), and at 
the top side z = L the cavity is closed by a uniform membrane of tension T and density 
u. The air, with density Pa and sound speed Ca, vibrates with (acoustic) excess pressure 
p and velocity v = V</J, while the membrane displacement is given by z = L + 17. As we 
are interested in the acoustic regime, the equations may be linearized, and we may utilize 
Fourier analysis and look for a solution per frequency w. In complex notation we write 
p, v, 17 ~ e-iwt , and then futher ignore the exponential. The prevailing equations are then: 

(in air) (1) 

(at the membrane) (2) 

where k = wlca is the acoustic wave number, Vo denotes V restricted to the membrane 
surface, and [p 1denotes the pressure difference across the membrane. Note that the 
propagation speed of (transversal) waves in the membrane is CM = (TIO')t. Boundary 
conditions are a vanishing normal velocity at the hard-walled surfaces: (V</J· n) = 0, and 
a matching membrane surface and air velocity at the membrane: -iW17 = </Jz. The bottom 
opening is modelled as a small orifice in an infinitely thin wall, so that the diffraction 
effects are acoustically equivalent to a dipole source, of which the strength is determined 
by the incompressible flow through the orifice (the inner region in a matched asymptotic 
expansion formulation). This flow is, on its turn, driven by the pressure of the incident 
acoustic wave. The resulting relation between the rate of change of volume velocity through 
and the pressure at the hole is [2]: 

_ Pa 2,.. d 
p(O) = -iw- J J </Jz(r,O,O) r drdO (d-t 0) . (3)d2 0 0 

As there are no sources at infinity we have for r ..... 00, z ..... 00 Sommerfeld's radiation 
condition for only outward radiating waves. 

Ideal modes 

In the absence of air (Pa = 0) the acoustic field vanishes, and the solution reduces to 
vibrations of the membrane alone: . 

(4) 

w = w~~ = Xmn cMla 
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where Jm is the m-th order Besselfunction of the first kind, and Jm(xm,,) =O. Note that 
{~~} forms an orthogonal basis. 

When the density (J of the membrane tends to infinity, the deflection 17 vanishes, and 
the cavity field is decoupled from the (vanishing) outer field, so the solution reduces to 
cavity resonances. These are given by (for d = 0) 

4> = 4>~~(r,O,z) = Jm(Ymnr/a) cos(l7rz/L) eim8 
(5) 

w =w~~ = (y;,,, + 127r2a2/L2)~ ca/a 

where m = 0, 1, 2, ... , n = 1, 2, 3, ... , I = 0, 1, 2, ... , and J:"(Ymn) = O. 

General solution 

The approach is as follows. Both inside and outside the cavity the acoustic field is 
described, via a Green's function representation, as if it were driven by the membrane 
displacements. At the same time the field just below and above the membrane can be 
considered as a driving force to the membrane. So we can formulate an integral equation 
for the membrane displacement 17. This equation is then written in matrix form by a sui
table expansion in vacuum modes ry~~. Finally, this matrix equation is solved numerically . 
Note that this approach is obviously inadequate if a mode has a relatively small membrane 
deflection . 

By standard techniques ([1, 2]) we obtain outside 

iw 21f a 
<I>(r,O,z) = - f f ry(rl, ( 1 ) Gout(r,O,z;rl, OI,L) rldrld(JI , (6)

47r 0 0 

and inside 

iw 2,.. a. d __ 
<I>(r,O,z) = -- f f ry(rl, ( 1) Gin(r,e,z; rl,el,L) ,.IdrldOI+- Gin(r,e,z; 0) <1>(0). (7)

47r 0 0 27r 

It may be noted that Gin( r; 0) is symmetric (only m = 0 modes), and singular in r =O. 
Indeed, this expression (7) is, with respect to the orifice effect, approximate and only valid 
for d < < a and Irl > > d. Furthermore, since the second term is a correction (as long as 
Tf is not small), the value <1>(0) to be substituted is effectively the one obtained for d = O. 
So we end up with 

• 211' a 
¢(r, ¢, z) = - tw J fTf(rl, ( 1) [Gin(r,e,z;rl,OI,L)
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After substitution of these (formal) solutions into eq. (2), we introduce the expansion 
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multiply left- and righthand side by 1/m'n'( r, B)*r and integrate over the membrane surface. 
After utilizing the orthogonality, and some other details, we arrive at the infinite set of 
equations 

( 2 (0)2) _ 2 ~ [1. 2d < 1W - Wmn O'amn - 4w Paa L..... amn, Xmn Xmn' Cmnn, - "2zImnn' - - DO,m Sn Sn' 
n'=O ?fa 

where, per 171" the set of w's allowing a solution (amI. am2, ... ) is to be found. This set is 
the sought spectrum. The notation used is 

Cmnn, = 	 L
00 
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Sn = L 
00 

[(x5n - Y~n"hon" sin(Jon,Lja)Jo(Yon,,)]-l 
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By a suitable contour deformation the integral Imnn' is further prepared for efficient nu
merical evaluation. The set of equations is solveq via iterations over ka after writing the 
equations, in matrix form, as a quasi-eigenvalue problem. Further details may be found 
in [2]. 

Numerical example 

To illustrate the present theory, we plotted in fig.1 the m = 1 spectrum for a typical 
kettledrum as a function of tension: a = 0.328 m, 0' = 0.2653 kgjm2 , L = 0.4142 m, Pa = 
1.21 kgjm3 , Ca = 344.0 mjs. (The m = 1 modes are musically most important. The 
bottom hole affects only the m = 0 modes; we found for the present example only a small 
effect). The dotted lines denote the level of the cavity modes. We see that in general the 
frequencies increase steadily with tension. Only a mode near a cavity mode is, however, 
somewhat reluctant to increase. Since the presented frequencies are really complex (the 
imaginary part is related to the decay time) we plotted one mode in the complex plane 
(fig.2,3). We see that for certain values of T the mode indeed becomes very close to a 
cavity mode, as the imaginary part also vanishes. A purely real frequency, however, does 
not decay, and since this is only possible with a stagnant membrane, we may expect pro
blems with our solution method (which indeed occur) in this regime, and we would like 
to see additional confirmation of this phenomenon. Furthermore, it would be interesting 
to see whether it is accidental (for example, because (J was relatively large), or whether it 
would occur always at some tension. 
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Therefore we analysed a model, complex enough to include the basic effects, but simple 
enough to allow a fully analytical approach. 

I-D 	model 

A first proposal was a low frequency limit (ka -+ 0) of the present model, with kL =0(1), 
since this reduces the cavity field into a simple plane wave, and the radiated field into 
that of a point source. This is not a convenient limit, however, since the impedance at the 
cavity opening, even without membrane, becomes infinitely large, implying total reflection 
and a vanishing outside field. A finite impedance is obtained if the outside space is also 
reduced to a (semi-infinite) cylinder: 

</>zz -	 c;;2</>tt = 0 in 0 < z < L, L < z < 00 , 

-Ta-2rr- aTitt = p(L+, t) - p(L-, t) at z = L , 

with </>z = 0 at z = 0 , </>. = Tit at z = L ± 0 , and outgoing wave for z --+ 00 • 

For </>, 1), P ~ e-iwt , finding the solution is standard, and we end up with the eigenvalue 
equation for kL = wL/ca 

.PaL (CML)2 1 _ PaL (kL)kL +z- - -- - - - cotg , 
a caa kL a 

which can be solved easily numerically for varying s = JPaL/u and b = cML/caa (figA) . 
Note that sin(kL) =0, Le. kL = n'lr, correspond to cavity modes. It is seen that indeed for 
any s these cavity modes are passed for increasing b, while at the same time the contour of 
fig.3 is very similar to a corresponding one of figA. So the 1- D model provides qualitative 
insight into the coupling phenomenon, and indeed it does not seem to be accidental that 
the modes of the full 3·D model passed through the cavity modes. 
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